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ABSTRACT

Most quantitative assessments of civil conflict draw on annual country-level data to determine a baseline hazard of conflict onset. The first problem with such analyses is that they ignore factors associated with the precipitation of violence, such as elections and natural disasters and other trigger mechanisms. Given that baseline hazards are relatively static, most of the temporal variation in risk is associated with such precipitating factors. The second problem with most quantitative analyses of conflict is that they assume that civil conflicts are distributed uniformly throughout the country. This is rarely the case; most intrastate armed conflicts take place in the periphery of the country, well away from the capital and often along international borders. Analysts fail to disaggregate temporally as well as spatially.

While other contributions to this issue focus on the temporal aspect of conflict, this paper addresses the second issue: the spatial resolution of analysis. To adequately assess the baseline risk of armed conflict, this paper develops a unified prediction model that combines a quantitative assessment of conflict risk at the country level with country-specific sub-national analyses at first-order administrative regions. Geo-referenced data on aspects of social, economic, and political exclusion, as well as endemic poverty and physical geography are featured as the principal local indicators of latent conflict. Using Asia as a test case, this paper demonstrates the unique contribution of applying a localized approach to conflict prediction that explicitly captures subnational variation in civil conflict risk.

The scientific study of war has been successful in identifying a handful of country characteristics that systematically co-vary with a higher probability of civil conflict onset (Hegre and Sambanis 2006). As important as this body of research is, it suffers from two shortcomings that limit its value for policy and practitioners. First, most results are driven by cross-sectional variation in the data. In other words, the identified risk factors do a good job of explaining which countries are more at risk, but do not adequately predict the timing of conflict onset. The reason is simple: these factors are either time-invariant (e.g. ethnic fragmentation) or change only slowly (population, GDP). Little attention has been given to uncover factors and events that might exhibit a more sudden, short-term effect on conflict risk. In contrast, forecasting armed conflict is all about capturing temporal dynamics in risk. Second, civil war studies traditionally apply a rigid country-level approach whereby aggregate country data are used and any resulting conflict is assumed to affect the entire country. A number of peripheral conflicts in the contemporary world illustrate the limit of such an assumption; moreover, this procedure fails to explain variations in conflict prevalence and intensity within countries. For early warning purposes, highlighting potential local hotspots of political violence is superior to merely establishing that country $i$ is more at risk than $j$ at time $t$. Recent advances in data collection and methodology demonstrate that more spatially sensitive research designs are now feasible (Buhag and Rød 2006; Buhag, Gates and Lujala 2009; Raleigh and Urdal 2007).

In this paper, we address the second shortcoming – the overly aggregated nature of quantitative civil war research. We do so by developing a unified conflict prediction model that combines a quantitative assessment of conflict risk at the country level with a series of country-specific sub-national analyses at first-order administrative regions. While our analysis goes some way toward identifying potential triggers (in particular irregular transfer of state power) that might predict the outbreak of violence, we leave the systematic scrutiny of timing aside for future work. As such, in this article we do not ask (nor seek to answer) when conflict is most likely to break out, but where. The main contribution of the article is its presentation of a new methodology for estimating sub-national conflict risk.

Although featuring a disaggregated analysis, we draw extensively from theories of social, economic and political exclusion. We draw from two closely related sets of theory that in many aspects serve as refinements of Gurr’s theory of relative deprivation (1970), polarization and horizontal inequality. The main idea behind relative deprivation theory is that absolute levels of impoverishment or inequality are less relevant than relative levels. The analytical focus is on individuals. Polarization and horizontal inequality theories are analytically focused on groups. Given that armed conflict is fought by groups (of organized individuals), it makes sense to theorize at the group level of aggregation. Both of the theories, polarization and horizontal inequality, provide similar explanations of how social, economic and political exclusion are causally related to armed conflict.
Polarization theory was first presented in Esteban and Ray (1994). The central idea underlying this theory is that polarization occurs when two or several groups exhibit significant inter-group heterogeneity in combination with intra-group homogeneity. Duclos, Esteban and Ray (2004) and Esteban and Ray (1994) feature alienation and identification to a particular group as the defining characteristic of polarization. Essentially these are the primary ingredients creating an “us vs. them” mentality. These concepts relate closely to Rokkan’s1 notions of reinforcing cleavages as opposed to cross-cutting cleavages defining center-periphery relations in a society.

Stewart (2000) offers another theory that also features the inequality between groups rather than between individuals, which she refers to as horizontal inequality. Differences and inequalities between groups are much more important than within groups. Therefore group identities and group differences are more important than inequalities between individuals. Moreover such inequality is typically rooted in a long history of discrimination (Stewart 2000. Murshed (2009) highlights four forms of discrimination that can lead to horizontal inequality. (1) Discrimination in public spending and taxation and in public employment; (2) high asset inequality; (3) differential impact of public policies (especially economic mismanagement), and (4) access and allocation of resource rents. Large N analyses of single countries such as in Nepal (Murshed and Gates 2005) and in Indonesia (Mancini 2008; Tadjoeddin 2003) show strong relations between measures of horizontal inequality and the incidence of armed conflict.

Østby combines the notions of polarization and horizontal inequality in a measure of ownership of consumer durables and educational attainment, which are derived from detailed household surveys. As she notes: “Robust results from panel and cross-section analyses show that social polarization and horizontal social inequality are positively related to conflict outbreak. Variables for purely ethnic polarization, inter-individual inequalities and combined ethnic/socio-economic polarization are not significant” (Østby 2008: 143). These measures allow her to analyze aspects of social and economic exclusion and demonstrate how they relate to armed conflict.

Østby, Nordås and Rød (2009) take the analysis of horizontal inequalities one step further by using sub-national regions as their unit of analysis. They argue: “it is premature to dismiss socioeconomic inequality as a cause of civil conflict based on such measures, for two reasons: First, civil wars often take place within limited areas. Second, civil wars are conflicts between groups—not confrontations between individuals randomly fighting each other. Neglecting or failing to measure the spatial variations and group aspect of inequalities may produce tests that do not capture the essential group dynamics of civil conflicts.” (Østby, Nordås and Rød 2009: 302) Their analysis further strengthens what several case studies show (Steward 2002), that horizontal inequalities do matter for civil conflict.

Buhaug, Cederman and Rød (2008) focus on aspects of political exclusion and dominance. They draw on the theories of national development proposed by Wimmer (2002), which in particular features societies that develop through ethnic clientilism to mobilize political support and thereby excluding ethnic “others” as opposed to societies that develop through interconnect-

1 See Rokkan (1987) or Lipset and Rokkan (1967).
ed networks characterizing civil society. We draw on these theories and their focus on disaggregated measures as the foundations for our sub-national analysis and forecasting.

Using South and Southeast Asia (hereafter referred to simply as Asia) as a test case, we show how the estimated probability of observing intrastate armed conflict varies substantially not only between states but also within most countries. This region is analytically appealing for several reasons: it is home to about half of the world population; it is extremely diverse in political and cultural terms; it contains some of the wealthiest (Brunei, Singapore) as well as poorest (Myanmar, Nepal) economies; and the availability and quality of subnational socioeconomic data for the region are good. In addition, almost half of all ongoing armed conflicts in the contemporary world are fought in Asia east of Afghanistan (Figure 1). While the rest of the world has been experiencing a decline in the number of civil conflicts since the early 1990s, little discernable trend is evident in the Asia region. As a result, the proportion of the world’s armed conflicts fought in Asia has been on the rise. This region also contains some of the most durable insurgencies, as found along the borders of Myanmar and in the central and southern islands of the Philippines. Asian conflicts, however, are generally somewhat less deadly than the average intrastate conflict, despite the civil war in Sri Lanka being among the most violent conflicts in recent years.

Figure 1. Frequency of armed conflict, 1946 – 2007

The analytical framework presented in this article is designed with policy-makers and practitioners in mind, though it should also find interest within the peace research community. Crucially, our model allows end-users to manipulate the relative weighting of causal factors. This is done as lack of high-quality and cross-sectionally consistent data prevents a rigorous statistical analysis at the subnational level, from which parameter estimates otherwise might have been
derived to form a more conventional prediction model. In addition, sudden contextual changes, such as a coup or a natural disaster, might have significant bearings on the (perceived) baseline probability of conflict. The flexible design of the presented prediction model allows post-publication updating of input data and variable parameters to generate up-to-date conflict prediction scores. Accordingly, the results from this analysis, presented primarily in the form of high-resolution maps, are mainly intended to be useful for highlighting the benefits of this methodology, rather than to guide specific conflict prediction policies.

The paper proceeds as follows: first, we describe the country-level model of civil conflict prevalence and present predicted risk scores for countries in Asia, based on a simulation with the most recent available data on the independent variables in the model. Then, we develop a model of subnational conflict risk and discuss determinants of conflict location. The two models are then integrated to generate maps of the predicted risk of armed conflict, within and across countries. A closer presentation of the results for Nepal and the Philippines serves to highlight the advantageous nuances offered by this methodology. The paper ends with some concluding remarks.

ON THE UTILITY OF CONFLICT PREDICTION

Most quantitative assessments of civil conflict draw on a cross-sectional dataset of annualized country data to determine a baseline risk of conflict onset. Political forecasting work has also tended to rely on macro-quantitative data. Both theoretically and empirically, the level of aggregation is too high. One problem with such analyses is that they assume that civil conflicts are distributed uniformly throughout the country. This is rarely the case; most intrastate armed conflicts take place in the periphery of the country, well away from the capital and often along international borders. Plausible causal and aggravating factors of civil conflict, such as poverty and disparities in income, health and standards of living, ethnicity, and terrain, too, vary considerably across a country. To adequately assess the base-line hazard and population at risk of conflict, subnational geo-referenced data are required. These factors serve to identify the location of latent conflict.

The second problem is that quantitative analysis of conflict tends to focus on factors that vary more cross-nationally than cross-temporally. Factors plausibly associated with the precipitation of violence (or triggers) offer an opportunity to disaggregate temporally as well as spatially. Given that baseline hazards are relatively static, most of the temporal variation in risk is associated with precipitating factors such as elections and natural disasters. Identifying these precipitating factors allows us to explain the occurrence of civil conflict as well as to forecast where conflict is likely to occur in the near future.

Being able to identify the location of latent conflict, we can assess where people are at risk. In the same way that identifying the likelihood of a natural disaster in a particular location, we offer a first step at modeling the risk of armed conflict specific to particular regions in different countries. Indeed, this projects genesis came through a contract with the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. The project “quantifies the risk posed by earthquake,
flood (and storm surge), landslide, cyclone and tropical storm, tsunami, drought, and social unrest in the form of intrastate armed conflict in the Asia-Pacific countries” (OCHA 2009: 6). The hazard of natural disaster or armed conflict can be mapped, thereby identifying a specific region at risk. Mapping the location of latent conflict offers an important policy tool for addressing natural disasters and armed conflict.

“Parts of the developing world are struggling to break out of a vicious cycle of natural and manmade disasters – each phenomenon increasing the propensity of the other” (OCHA 2009: 28). Poverty, weak political institutions, and a high population put a country at risk of both natural and armed civil conflict. Those factors associated with a state’s ability to effectively conduct relief operations as well as mitigating the risk of natural disaster are the same factors found to be associated with the risk of armed conflict. Indeed, policies designed to develop local coping capacity for natural disasters may also serve to lower the risk of conflict as well. Mapping where people are at risk can help in the delivery of effective disaster relief policy, which in turn may actually serve to lower the chances of armed conflict from ever occurring in the first place.

DEVELOPING A COUNTRY-LEVEL MODEL OF CONFLICT RISK

The first step in generating a subnational conflict prediction model is to establish a country-level model of conflict risk. Risk is here understood as the probability of a conflict occurring within a short time period. Hence, this analysis differs from most statistical studies of civil war, which explore determinants of conflict outbreak (Collier and Hoeffler 2004; Fearon and Laitin 2003; Hegre and Sambanis 2006). This is because the paper seeks to determine where conflict is more likely tomorrow (or, to be more precise, within the next calendar year), rather than where new conflicts are likely to break out. While prevalence is analytically distinct from outbreak – the former captures elements of both onset and duration – most country factors important for explaining conflict outbreak also influence occurrence.

For practical purposes, we use the calendar year as the time unit in the empirical model below. Using data covering the 1951–2004 period, we generate estimates for all covariates believed to exhibit a systematic effect of conflict risk. We then apply the parameter estimates on a dataset with up-to-date values on all regressors for countries in Asia to calculate the estimated probability of observing conflict by country within the following calendar year. Further below, we use these estimates in combination with subnational data to generate a consistent, cross-national measure of conflict risk with subnational variation for key countries.

All armed conflicts have idiosyncratic traits; yet, earlier research has identified a handful of generic factors that correlate with the frequency of conflict. Armed intrastate conflict occurs disproportionately in countries with large and ethnically heterogeneous populations, low national income, poor economic growth, inconsistent and unstable political systems, and with a recent history of conflict (cf. Hegre and Sambanis 2006). The largely stationary nature of these factors implies that they are not well suited to predict the timing of conflict onset. In fact, most results are driven almost entirely by cross-sectional variation rather than by changes in the covariates over time. Standard measures of economic growth and political instability only partially capture
the potentially precipitating effect of rapid adverse changes to the political milieu. Accordingly, we decided to supplement the Hegre and Sambanis-inspired empirical model with two factors that plausibly might act as triggers of political violence; onset of severe natural disasters and significant regime changes. While the relationship between natural disasters and armed conflict is poorly understood, two recent studies suggest that sudden and severe disasters (earthquakes, volcanoes, floods, landslides) may disrupt the society, ruin the economy, and create opportunities and motivation for rebellion (Brancati 2007; Nel and Righarts 2008). In addition, there is ample anecdotal evidence that irregular regime changes, such as military coups and assassination of the executive, regularly spark violence that precedes civil war (e.g. Afghanistan 1978, Algeria 1991, Uganda 1971). Finally, we decided to replace the conventional ethnic fractionalization index with a more dynamic and responsive indicator of ethno-political exclusion (Cederman and Girardin 2007).

In all, our global model of civil war prevalence includes nine country-specific factors plus a time trend variable. Data on the nature of political institutions are taken from the Scalar Index of Polities (SIP) dataset, which omits a possible endogeneity problem evident in the Polity dataset (Gates et al. 2006; see also Vreeland 2008). We include both a linear term (values are bound between 0, implying a perfect dictatorship, and 1, representing a pure democracy) and its squared term to capture a possible non-linear effect. Both measures are lagged one year. We also include dummy indicators for regular (elections, leader resignation, etc) and irregular regime changes (coup, assassination, etc) in year, based on the Archigos political leader dataset (Goemans, Gleditsch and Chiozza 2008). As a measure of extent of ethno-political exclusion, we constructed an index similar to the N* developed by Cederman and Girardin (2007). Unlike the original index, which is based exclusively on the static Atlas Narodov Mira, we use a time-varying indicator derived from the Ethnic Power Relations (EPR) Database (Cederman, Wimmer and Min 2010). The N* index varies between 0 and 1 (before log-transformation), where higher values denote a larger share of the population excluded from access to national power. Ethnically homogenous countries (e.g. North Korea), and countries in which ethnicity bears no real political significance (e.g. Scandinavian countries), are by default assigned a value of 0. Complementing the leader change dummies as proxies for societal shock, we measure the severity of natural disasters by country year. A number of alternative operationalizations were tested; the number of people killed in disasters in year (logged and lagged) was found to perform most consistently. Data on GDP per capita (logged and lagged) and country population are taken from Gleditsch (2002). We decided not to include national economic growth due to the reciprocal relationship between conflict and economic activity (Collier et al. 2003).

Finally, we include two time trends. Conflict history, which is particularly crucial in analyses of conflict prevalence, is captures through a decaying function to account for a non-linear healing effect of time, \[ \text{decay} = 2 \left( \frac{T}{\alpha} \right) \] where \( \alpha \) is the half-life (in years) and \( T \) is the duration of peace until the time of observation. Several iterations revealed that a half-life parameter of just one year yielded the strongest results. Second, we control for the non-linear pattern in civil
conflict by including a squared year variable, centered around 1991 (the peak year in conflict frequency). The results from the global regression analysis are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE β</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIP Democracy index a</td>
<td>.521</td>
<td>.268</td>
<td>.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP Democracy squared a</td>
<td>-.377</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular regime change</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.189</td>
<td>.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular regime change</td>
<td>.914</td>
<td>.370</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N* ethnic exclusion b</td>
<td>.924</td>
<td>.293</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster deaths a,b</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP capita a,b</td>
<td>-.304</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population b</td>
<td>.211</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict history decay</td>
<td>5.092</td>
<td>.233</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time squared</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>.0003</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-3.493</td>
<td>.714</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wald χ²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>992.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6,378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Global logit regression model with robust standard errors clustered on countries; a data lagged one time period; b natural logarithm.*

Most results in Table 1 are in line with work on intrastate conflict onset. The weak effect of the democracy indicators is representative of the emerging consensus that economic development trumps institutional consistency in explaining the relative absence of armed conflict in Western societies. Earlier reports of a democratic civil peace (Hegre et al. 2001) largely disappear when the endogenous factionalism category in the Polity data is removed (Strand 2007; Vreeland 2008), although results shown here should be interpreted with some caution as the SIP scores will be affected by ongoing conflict. Regular regime changes also appear disconnected from conflict risk, but irregular shifts of political leadership is very important in explaining the prevalence of intrastate during the post-WWII era. Political exclusion for sizable minority populations is also a significant risk factor. Natural disasters, in contrast, do not appear to affect the baseline probability of armed conflict. The notion of severe disasters constituting a political shock that increases the risk of violent conflict (Brancati 2007) therefore seems unfounded. Per capita income is strongly and negatively linked to armed conflict incidence – unsurprisingly – although the magnitude of the effect is somewhat smaller than that for conflict onset (estimates not shown). This indicates that a serious endogeneity problem is unlikely. The model also shows that civil conflict is disproportionately a feature of populous countries. Finally, we see two types of time trends evident in the data: civil conflict risk is highest around the end of the Cold War, and the overall most powerful predictor of armed intrastate conflict is time since the previous conflict.
In the next section, we use the parameter estimates from Table 1 to estimate the probability of armed civil conflict risk in Asian countries today.

**PREDICTING CONFLICT IN ASIA I: COUNTRY-LEVEL ASSESSMENT**

The first step in predicting future armed conflict in Asia is to use the parameter estimates from the empirical model in Table 1 to produce up-to-date risk scores by country. For some country characteristics, it is possible to get accurate data within a matter of months (e.g. GDP, population size, disaster casualties). For other variables in our model, notably the Scalar Index of Polities (SIP) and the $N^*$ index calculated from the Ethnic Power Relations (EPR) dataset, updating occurs much less frequently. Below, we enter the most recently available values on all covariates when generating risk scores, although simulation or imputation of probable values (extrapolation) is a feasible strategy if we want to predict conflict further into the future (Hegre, Strand and Urdal 2008).

Figure 2 visualizes the output of this assessment, ranking the countries in Asia in accordance with conflict likelihood. As is evident, the region is split in two in terms of conflict risk. The top eight countries are estimated to have a probability of armed conflict that at least ten times higher than the next country on the list. This significant divide is driven largely by the country’s previous conflict history. Six of the top eight countries hosted one or more armed conflicts in the last year with conflict data (2007), while the remaining two countries had just emerged from conflict (Nepal in 2006 and Indonesia in 2005). In contrast, the most recent armed conflict in the sample of low-risk countries ended more than ten years ago, in 1998 (Cambodia).

**Figure 2. Estimated risk of armed intrastate conflict in Asia by country**

This country-level analysis has shown that time-varying factors can indeed complement the robustly significant but largely static measures of political, economic, and geographic features.
in explaining the prevalence of intrastate armed conflict. Both ethno-political power configurations and irregular regime changes exhibit considerable influence on conflict. In the case of China, the predicted probability of observing conflict within the next year more than doubles (from 4% to 9%) if an irregular regime change occurs; for Indonesia, the change is measured at 18 percentage points (from 64% to 82%). As a means of forecasting outbreak of new armed conflict, assassination of a state leader or a military coup appears to serve as a good early warning indicator.

The prediction scores of Figure 2 can also be illustrated by means of a map (Map 1). The bimodal pattern of estimated conflict likelihood is again apparent, with no observations in the middle range (light green to light orange color) of the probability distribution. However, while such a map effectively highlights countries of high concern, it can be misleading. Or, to put it differently: it underscores the limitation of country-level conflict analysis. Most contemporary armed conflicts in Asia (and the world) are quite limited in geographic extent. This means that for large high-risk countries such as India, Indonesia, and Thailand, the majority of the territories are unaffected by the violence and may not be considered particularly exposed. Important conflict-promoting factors (poverty, political exclusion) also vary considerably within country boundaries. From a policy or practitioner’s perspective, knowing where, within these countries, conflict is more likely is crucial -- hence our desire to go subnational.

Map 1. Risk map of armed intrastate conflict in contemporary Asia
The predicted risk of armed conflict among countries in Asia varies greatly. Some countries appear extremely unlikely to undergo severe civil disturbances (e.g. Singapore). But the region also includes a handful of countries that are almost certain to experience conflict within the next year (e.g. India). Yet, as alluded to above, we know that there are large inter-regional differences in conflict propensity within countries (Buhaug and Rød 2006; Rustad et al. 2008), and conflict-ridden states are rarely completely engulfed by the conflict. For example, the separatist insurgency in southern Thailand shapes everyday life in the Pattani region, but has no perceptible impact on Bangkok and other core areas. The same goes for the rural rebellions in northeastern India and the Muslim uprising in Mindanao in the Philippines.

The main reason why we see this intrastate heterogeneity in conflict risk is, of course, that there are similar (if not always overlapping) economical, social, ethnic, and political cleavages within most countries. By breaking countries of interest into subnational entities, we follow a recent trend in the civil war scholarship of disaggregation. But what is the suitable research design? Several alternatives exist. First, we could apply a grid structure on Asia and let each individual grid cell constitute the unit of analysis (Buhaug and Rød 2006). The advantage of this design is that it can be applied without consideration of differences in political and demographic patterns across space and time, as opposed to studying politically defined provinces. Yet, the grid approach is unintuitive and fails to capture important societal cleavages that follow subnational boundaries. Alternatively, we might choose social groups as our units of analysis (Buhaug, Cederman and Rød, 2008). This option is analytically attractive as groups, not grid cells, are the agents engaged in the conduct of violence in civil war. Yet, with the sole exception of ethnicity (the GREG project, see Weidmann, Rød and Cederman 2009), we are aware of no available geo-referenced data on politically relevant segments of the population, and limiting our analysis to ethnic groups implicitly implies limiting the scope of the project to ethnic conflict. Consequently, we opted for a third form of geographic disaggregation, studying the first-order administrative entities (provinces, districts) within countries (Østby, Nordås and Rød, 2009). The main weakness of this approach is the lack of unit consistency across time: subnational political boundaries frequently change and provinces are sometimes merged or split up. Getting good socioeconomic data (and maps) reflecting old political delimitations can be challenging. For this prediction project, however, we consider that a trivial limitation as we are primarily focusing on the contemporary world.

By predicting conflict risk at the province level, this study seeks to identify local hotspots: critical areas with a high (latent) conflict propensity. However, the value of such an exercise can never be better than the quality of the underlying data. This fact becomes all the more apparent when the usual unit of analysis, the country, is replaced with subnational regions. For some countries in our study region, crucial socioeconomic and demographic data are unavailable or inconsistent (e.g. North Korea). In addition, a high-resolution risk assessment was deemed irrelevant for geographically small countries (Brunei, East Timor, Singapore) and for
consolidated democracies with no recent history of armed conflict (Japan, South Korea). The subnational assessment of intrastate conflict risk in Asia is thus limited to fifteen countries: Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam.

So, what explains the location of civil war? Empirical research on local determinants of civil conflict is still in its infancy, although theories of civil war often contain elements of location (e.g. Gurr (1970) on relative deprivation, Fearon and Laitin (2003) on characteristics conducive to insurgency, Herbst (2000) and Toft (2003) on settlement patterns, and Cederman and Girardin (2007) on ethno-political exclusion). In general, quantitative civil war models seem better at predicting insurgencies and separatist rebellions than coups, revolutions, and other governmental upheavals. For example, Buhaug and Rød (2006) report that territorial (separatist) conflict is more likely in peripheral, rural areas, and along the national boundaries, while Buhaug, Cederman and Rød (2008) find very strong support for their expectation that ethnic conflict is more likely in mountainous areas, far from the capital, and inhabited by a large, politically excluded ethnic group. In addition, Østby, Nordås and Rød (2009) find some evidence that relatively deprived regions are more likely to host a rebellion. There is also a strand of research on inequalities and grievances using the Minority at Risk dataset (Gurr 1994; Saidemanet al. 2002; Scarritt and McMillan 1995). However, similar to Østby, Nordås and Rød (2009) we use subnational administrative boundaries as the unit of analysis. We thereby avoid the problem of only comparing groups that are at already considered at risk, which is what the Minorities at Risk has been criticized for doing.

Our prediction model is heavily influenced by these studies. In the following, we provide details on the construction of a subnational index of risk that contains six components likely to affect the probability of observing violence: population, socioeconomic status, ethno-political exclusion, conflict history, distance from the capital, and neighboring conflicts. A number of country-specific sources (such as national bureaus of statistics and Human Development Reports), as well as international data providers (e.g. CIESIN, Columbia University), were consulted before creating the indices.

**Population**

One of the most robust findings in civil war studies is that large populations increase the risk of conflict (Hegre and Sambanis 2006). Disaggregated studies, too, suggest that conflict is more likely near urban centers (Hegre and Raleigh 2006). Since the average size of the provinces varies substantially between countries, we decided to use a relative measure of population within each country that is standardized across the sample. We use CIESIN’s Gridded Population of the World (GPW) data to calculate the percentage of the national population living in each province. We then measured the deviation (in standard deviations) from the province containing the capital city, from which we create a five-point scale where 1 indicates low population and 5 indicates high population.
Socioeconomic status

Hegre and Sambanis (2006) find that low per capita income and slow economic growth are among the strongest predictors of conflict on national level. This appears corroborated subnationally by Østby, Nordås and Rød (2009) and Buhaug et al. (2009). To capture this effect, we created a province-level indicator of socioeconomic status consisting of 4-5 variables (depending on data availability). Due to variation in available data from one country to the next, the specific factors included differ between some countries. However, most of the country indices contain local estimates of GDP per capita, infant mortality, and HDI scores from national Human Development Index reports.\(^5\)

The underlying components in the socioeconomic index were created by first measuring the difference in absolute values between each district and the district with the highest score on the given factor (this is normally the capital district, but not always). Each factor variable was then transformed into a five-point scale, based on standard deviation. Provinces with a HDI score less than one standard deviation different from the reference unit receives a value of 1 (i.e. relatively well off), while 1--2 standard deviations is assigned a score of 2 and so on. On all components, provinces with scores exceeding 4 standard deviations from the reference value are assigned the maximum score (5). Finally, the socioeconomic variables are added together and standardized to a five-point scale to create the socioeconomic status index. Accordingly, the index is expressed in relative terms (i.e. relative to the district scoring highest) and thus captures elements of horizontal inequality (Østby 2008; Murshed and Gates 2006; Stewart 2002).

Ethno-political exclusion

The relationship between ethnicity and civil war remains highly disputed, and various indices of ethnic diversity at best appear associated with low-intensity conflicts only (cf. Hegre and Sambanis 2006). Recent advances in identifying the location of ethnic groups now makes it possible to study the ethnicity-conflict dynamics at a more appropriate group level, while explicitly accounting for important geographic factors (Weidmann, Rød and Cederman 2009). In the first true large-N comparative study of ethnic groups’ propensity to rebellion, Buhaug, Cederman and Rød (2008) find that the risk of conflict increases with the size of the politically excluded group relative to the group(s) in power, the distance from the capital to the excluded group’s home territory, and the amount of rough terrain in the groups settlement area.

In this paper, we adopt the notion of ethno-political exclusion and use the same geo-coded ethnicity data – the Geo-Referencing of Ethnic Group data, GREG (Weidmann, Rød and Cederman 2009). Using ArcGIS, we identified the dominant ethnic group in each subnational region under study and also calculated the share of the population in the region belonging to the largest ethnic group. From this, we coded whether the dominant ethnic group has access to national power (i.e. being considered part of the EGIP – the ethnic group(s) in power) and the share of the local population with access to national power, also taking into account smaller groups in the region. We code this based on information in the Ethnic Power Relations (EPR)
database (Cederman, Wimmer and Min 2010). The ethno-political exclusion index is then constructed by summing the two components: 2 points if locally dominant group is excluded, 0 if not; and between 1 and 3 points depending on the distribution of EGIP vs. excluded populations in the province (higher score implies higher share of excluded populations). Taken together, these two components make a five-point scale, where 1 indicates a region dominated by one large ethnic group who is part of EGIP, while 5 implies local dominance of an ethnic group that is excluded from national power.

Conflict history

Armed conflicts exhibit considerable inertia. Countries just emerging from a civil war has a much higher probability of reverting to conflict than similar countries with a peaceful recent past. This is sometimes referred to as serial correlation or duration dependence in statistics (Beck, Katz and Tucker 1998). To account for the conflict history at the region level, we use geo-coded conflict polygon data (Rustad et al. 2008) to create a six-point scale indicating whether the region has experienced conflict and when. If the region has never experience conflict, it receives a 0; the rest of the scale is divided as follow: 1 = 1946–1989, 2 = 1990–1997, 3 = 1998–2002, 4 = 2003–2006, 5 = 2007.

Geographic location

Earlier studies (e.g., Buhaug and Rød 2006) have found a significant positive relationship between the distance to capital and risk of civil conflict, and a similar effect is found between conflict risk and proximity to the border. This supports a state capacity argument where the government is less able to exert full authority and monitor the local population in distant areas (Boulding 1962), although it is also consistent with peripheral regions being more prone to economic and cultural discrimination.

To capture the effect of relative location, we created an indicator of center vs. periphery, consisting of two dichotomous variables that jointly form a 3-point scale (0–2): first, a dummy variable indicating whether the sub-national region is situated further away from the capital city than the average distance for all sub-national regions in country (1 if further away than the average; 0 otherwise); second, a dummy variable indicating whether the sub-national region is situated on a different island than the capital city or along an international border (1 if yes, 0 otherwise).

Neighboring conflicts

Conflicts tend to cluster spatially (Gleditsch 2007; Buhaug and Gleditsch 2008; Forsberg 2008). Most research on war contagion has focused on international effects, but it is reasonable to assume that this occurs both within and across country boundaries; indeed, the effect may be even stronger between districts within the same country. We account for a district being more
likely to experience conflict if the neighboring district is involved in conflict, by developing a neighboring conflict variable, which is incorporated in our index. If one of the neighboring districts in the same country has conflict, we code the value 2 and 0 if not. If a neighboring district across an international border has conflict we code 1 and 0 if not. We then add these up and get a scale from 0 to 3. A good example of this is the spread of the Afghan conflict to the Swat Valley in Pakistan, where the Taliban are hiding.

Sub-national conflict risk index

From these six indicators a relative conflict risk index is constructed. The first four components (population, socioeconomic status, conflict history, and ethno-political exclusion) are assigned equal weight (all have maximum values of 5) while components five and six, geographic location and neighboring conflict, are considered less important (respectively the maximum values are 2 and 3). A summarized relative risk index of the five components ranges between 3 and 25.

Since the index for each country is relative to the capital region the risk is primarily suited for comparing with other districts in the same country. To offer a more objective, cross-sectional consistent indicator of conflict risk, we join the local risk scores with the country-level conflict incidence risk estimated from Table 1. However, to maintain reasonable sub-national variation within countries, we multiply the national conflict incidence risk by 10 for those regions that score higher than 4 standard deviations above the minimum value on the sub-national hazard index, and then multiply the national conflict incidence risk by the sub-national risk. By multiplying the national risk with the highest subnational scores only, we avoid inflating the local risk for regions in conflict-ridden countries that do well on the sub-national indicators (e.g. central Thailand).

Map 2 visually presents the results and provides a more nuanced picture of where armed conflict is more likely, especially compared to the cross-national analysis presented in Map 1. Most of the fifteen countries have considerable sub-national variation in conflict likelihood. India, in particular, displays high internal variation in conflict risk, with violence being very likely in the northwest and northeast but much less so in the central parts of the country. This reflects the long-lasting separatist conflicts in Kashmir, Assam, Manipur, and Nagaland, as well as the Naxalite rebellion around Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, and Andhra Pradesh. We see the same trend in Myanmar Recent conflict history, peripheral location, and local dominance of minority groups also explain the high likelihood of violence in the predominantly Muslim southern provinces of Thailand. In Nepal, the conflict hazard is highest in the border districts, most of which are economically marginalized and contain politically excluded populations. In Indonesia and Sri Lanka, too, periphery, poverty, ethnicity, and earlier violence all overlap, thus leading to considerable sub-national variations in estimated likelihood of armed conflict.
Map 2 clearly gives us an indication of where we should expect to find conflict in the coming year. The relative nature of the subnational risk nonetheless implies that some caution should be exercised when comparing maps for different countries. For example, we see that most districts in northern Pakistan (except Kashmir) come out with a lower latent risk than central parts of India. This is partly due to low inter-regional differences in northern Pakistan, while states in central India have a higher average deviation from the best-off region on the different factors in the index. But it also reflects the fact that India as a whole has a higher estimated probability of armed conflict than any other country in the region, including Pakistan (Figure 2).

To provide further details on the results of this analysis, we look specifically at two cases: Nepal and the Philippines. Both countries range high in terms of predicted risk of armed civil conflict (Figure 2) and both display considerable internal variance in the distribution of conflict risk.

NEPAL

Nepal is a poor, landlocked, ethnically diverse and conflict ridden country, and exemplifies a case with a high – although declining – conflict risk in the cross-national analysis (Figure 2) and a
very high risk of conflict in several areas in the sub-national analysis (Map 2). While low socioeconomic development and demographic characteristics have some effect on Nepal’s national conflict risk, prior conflict history stands out as the primary factor explaining this country’s high propensity for renewed armed conflict.

A ten-year long civil war started in Nepal in 1996, when the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist (CPN-M, also known simply as the Maoists) launched a violent insurgency against the government of Nepal. Justified by an ideology defining political armed struggle as an expansion of class warfare, the Maoists declared a “People’s War” in Nepal, and rapidly gained control over areas where a vacuum of government prevailed (ICG 2005). As illustrated in Map 3, the civil war began in the Maoist strongholds of Rolpa and Rukum in the Mid-Western region of Nepal, but the conflict increased in scope and intensity over time (Do and Lakshmi 2006). During the last years of the war, the Maoists operated in 68 of the country’s 75 districts, and few areas were left unaffected by the fighting.

Map 3: Maoist influence and initial conflict areas in Nepal

The conflict between the Maoists and the government concluded with the signing of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) in November 2006. Since the signing of the CPA, Nepal has experienced considerable positive political change, first with a successful transition period with shared power between the traditional political parties and the Maoists, followed by
the democratic election of a new Constituent Assembly in April 2008, and finally the inauguration of a Maoist-led coalition government in August 2008 (Falch and Miklian 2008). Although the end of the civil war has brought about improvements in security, infrastructure, and an increase in tourism, which has pushed Nepal’s growth rate up to 4% in 2008 (CIA 2009), the country remains one of the world’s most economically disadvantaged. During the past two years, Nepal has also been plagued by repercussions of the civil war with nationwide thuggery by the youth branch of the former Maoist rebel group (the Youth Communist League, YCL), as well as localized instability and violence in the southern part of the country. Map 4 shows Nepal’s predicted sub-national distribution of conflict risk. While no districts are free from risk of armed conflict, most rural border areas have a relatively higher likelihood of experiencing conflict than the interior areas. Some of these border districts, particularly in the southern belt of the country (Terai), are also among the areas that have experienced instability over the past two years. In 2007, violent clashes broke out between the Nepalese army and Madhesi ethnic groups in the populous and fertile low-lands of Terai, when the latter began agitating for autonomy and more access to political power (ICG 2007). Although this violence has ebbed somewhat after the government endorsed the Madhesis’ ultimatum of increased autonomy to the southern parts of the country in 2008, the Terai region is still unstable and a potential source of future conflict. This is also reflected in map 4, showing a high conflict probability for the majority of the southern Terai districts.

Several Northern Himalayan districts are also marked with a high conflict risk in our sub-national analysis. However, since the end of the civil war in 2006, these areas have not been subject to any major violent incidents, and particularly the districts in the North-West are characterized by a very low population density, with only 5-24 persons per km² (CIESIN 2005). In sum, it is mainly the overlapping peripheral location, low socioeconomic status (compared to other districts of Nepal), and exclusion of major ethnic groups from local and national power that contribute to the high predicted likelihood of renewed violence in these districts. One should, however, not exclude the possibility of this indicating a “false positive,” given the relative calm and scarce population in these areas.
THE PHILIPPINES

Since the end of World War II, the Philippines has been haunted by political turbulence, with repeated armed conflicts and violence. Two active conflicts in the central\(^\text{10}\) and southern\(^\text{11}\) parts of the archipelago explain why the country has a very high conflict risk in 2009, second only to India (Figure 2). In addition, the Philippines has a history of political instability, with a conflict over governmental power predating the communist insurgency,\(^\text{12}\) and several violent coup attempts over the years.

Numerous attempts at peace negotiations with the rebel groups notwithstanding, the government’s talks with the rebel movements (CPP, ASG, and MILF) have stalled, and the Philippines continues to be plagued by violence and conflict (UCDP 2008; ICG 2008). Economically, the Philippines has experienced significant progress during the last eight years, with growth averaging 5\% (due to high government spending, a resilient service sector and a high income from remittances from Filipinos working abroad (CIA 2009)). In spite of this progress, poverty and high geographic disparities in income still prevail (Balisacan et al. 2009). These factors together with the political instability brought about by the persistent armed conflicts contribute to the country’s high national risk for future conflict.
Map 5 displays the geographic distribution of the internal conflicts in the Philippines. As illustrated, most parts of the county have been affected by one or two of the armed conflicts, with the territorial conflict between the Government and the several Muslim separatist groups\textsuperscript{13} being concentrated to Mindanao and the Sulu Archipelago in the South, and the conflict between the government and the CPP being more widespread throughout the country.\textsuperscript{14}


Although the Philippines is predicted to have a high national conflict risk, our sub-national analysis reveals that the country has a considerable geographical variation in the risk of conflict (Map 6). Like in Nepal, no area is exempt from risk of armed conflict, and some provinces are predicted to have a much higher likelihood of experiencing violence than others. Not surprisingly, Mindanao and the Sulu Archipelago are among the areas with the highest estimated risk of conflict. Since the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) in Mindanao made its first offensive against the government in the early 1970s, this region has been the stage of
constant violent clashes and unrest (UCDP 2008). Mindanao and the Sulu Archipelago are also among the poorest regions of the Philippines, and along with their peripheral location vis-à-vis Manila these are contributing factors to the explanation of the areas’ high estimated conflict risk.

Map 6: Sub-national distribution of conflict risk in the Philippines

The mountainous Cordilleras region in the Northern region of Luzon is another area with a very high conflict risk. Although not directly affected by armed conflict in recent years, this area has a history of persistent protest, starting in the 1970s when the government’s exploitation of the region’s natural resources brought tribal groups (Igorots) residing in the Cordilleras into conflict with the Government and lowland Filipinos (MAR 2005). The Cordilleras is scarcely populated, but the low socioeconomic status of this area, along with prior conflict history and the systematic political exclusion of the Igorots may explain its high estimated probability for future conflict.
Cebu Island in Central Visayas is a third area that perhaps somewhat surprisingly is predicted to have a high likelihood of conflict. Compared to other areas of the country, Cebu is not as socioeconomically disadvantaged, and the island has not been directly affected by armed conflict over the past three years. Our sub-national data reveal that Cebu’s high risk of conflict primarily comes from its high population density, peripheral distance from Manila and former conflict history. The possibility of renewed fighting in this area does, however, not seem to be imminent, and the likelihood this being another “false positive” conflict-prone area should hence not be rejected. What our analysis does tell us is that these areas exhibit latent conflict. When and whether they manifest themselves is much more difficult to determine.

CONCLUSION

The aggregation of information at the yearly and/or country level can lead to faulty forecasts. Indeed, most attempts to model the risk of conflict, including efforts at forecasting suffer from this problem. Such analyses also tend to ignore time-varying parameters and focus instead on factors that vary more cross-sectionally. Our geo-referenced subnational data allow us to remedy the spatial aggregation problem. Our model does a good job of identifying the location of latent conflict. At the national level we are also able to identify some factors that can change quickly and may trigger conflict – events such as coups and elections.

In contrast, at the subnational level, political exclusion (or inclusion) can change quickly and frequently. Changes in the degree of exclusion may increase or decrease the chances of armed civil conflict. Furthermore, the complex nature of the relationship between natural disasters and civil conflict is still poorly understood. While some recent natural disasters seem to indicate that armed conflicts affect the social vulnerability to natural disasters, the impact of natural disaster on civil conflict in less well understood. For instance, a single natural disaster, the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, seems to have induced peace in Aceh in Indonesia and only heightened the violence in the violence in Sri Lanka. Accordingly, more work is needed in identifying the way these and other events precipitate conflict. We also need to better understand the micro-level mechanisms that link these events to the strategic decisions made by state and rebel leaders, which in turn determine the nature of conflict and cooperation in a country. For this purpose, disaggregated theories and data offer great promise for predicting where and when armed conflict will occur.

---

2 For instance, conflict seems to have contributed to high death tolls in Myanmar (the 2008 tropical storm Nargis), Indonesia and Sri Lanka (the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami), and Pakistan (the 2005 Kashmir earthquake) (OCHA 2009: 28).
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2 While some reserve the term ‘war’ to the most severe conflicts, typically requiring at least 1,000 deaths, we use ‘war’ and ‘conflict’ interchangeably, denoting domestic political violence between the state and an organized opposition that results in 25 or more battle-deaths in a year. See Gleditsch et al. (2002) for further details.

3 More specifically, we consider Asian countries east of Afghanistan and south of Russia, and include Indonesia and the Philippines.

4 This and most data operations described below were conducted using the geographic information systems (GIS) software ArcGIS.

5 The sources and characteristics of the specific socioeconomic indicators can be found in the appendix.

6 The relative importance of these components may differ between countries; the presented methodology can be modified to account for this.

7 We found when we calculated the socio-economic hazard that a difference of four standard deviations between the best-off region and the other regions often was a suitable cut-off point; we therefore use the same here.

8 Composed primarily of the various factions of the Jantantrik Terai Mukti Morcha (JTMM).

9 The districts of Humla, Mugu, Dolpa, Mustang and Manang.

10 The armed wing of the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP), the National Peoples’ Army (NPA).

11 Composed primarily of the Abu Sayyyaf Group (ASG) and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF).

12 The Hukbalahap (Huk) rebellion, which was led by activists within the Filipino Communist Party, in 1946-1954.

13 Composed mainly of the MILF, the ASG, Mindenao Independence Movement (MIM), and the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF).

14 In 2006, the NPA was active in 69 of the Philippines’ 79 provinces (UCDP 2008).